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De beschrijving door Goldring et al. van hoekcorrelaties
waarbij de deeltjes niet op 0° of 180° gedetecteerd worden
is onjuist.
G. Goldring et al., Phus. FvV. Lett. 2b (1971) ?6Z.

II

De uitdrukkingen voor de hoekcorrelaties gegeven door
Cramer en Eidson zijn, in tegenstelling tot de in dit proef-
schrift gegeven beschrijving, niet eenvoudig te corrigeren
voor eindige openingshoeken van detectoren en voor relati-
vistische en deoriëntatie effecten.
J.u. Cramer en W.W. Eidson, NUJI. Fhus. 5S_ (1964) 593;
Hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift.

III

De door Goldberg et al. gegeven factor <, waarmee de preces-
sie van de kernspin I in vrije gepolariseerde ionen evenredig
zou zijn, is tenminste een factor 21 te groot.
M.B. Goldberg et al., aangeboden voor publicatie in Fhus. F.cv.
Lett.
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IV

De aanname dat de bezetting van aangeslagen electronen-
toestanden van vergelijkbare energie statistisch i s , is
aan twijfel onderhevig.
F. Beek et al., Proo. Int. Conf. on Hyperfine interactions
(Uppland Graviska, Uppsala, 1974), p. 96;
Hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift.

u

De veronderstelling dat de ladingsverdeling van ionen in va-
cuüm onafhankelijk is van het doorlopen materiaal is onjuist.
J.B. Marion en F.C. Young, Nuclear reaction analysis
(North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1968);
H.D. Beta, Revs. Mod. Phys. 44 (1972) 46S;
Hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift.

VI

De energiespreiding in een bundel van ionen, met een energie
van minder dan enige MeV/nucléon, na het doorlopen van een
folie wordt voornamelijk bepaald door fluctuaties in de ef-
fectieve lading van het ion tijdens de doorgang door het
folie en niet door statistische effecten in de afzonderlijke
Coulomb interacties.
0. Vollmer, Nucl. Instr. 121_ (1974) 372;
C. Tschalär, Nucl. Instr. 64_ (1968) 273;
H.E. Horstman en M.A. van Driel, intern verslag V3537.

VII

De grootte van de magnetische stootvelden ondervonden door
snelle ionen in Fe blijkt niet, zoals Lindhard en Winther
berekenen, omgekeerd evenredig met de snelheid te zijn, doch
ongeveer evenredig met de snelheid.
J. Lindhard en A. Winther, Nucl. Phys. A166 (1971) 413;
J.L. Eberhardt et al., publicatie in voorbereiding.



VIII

Het experimenteel gevonden verband tussen de electrische
quadrupoolmomenten en de excitatie-energieën van quasi-
rotatietoestanden in even-even kernen is in overeenstemming
met de beschrijving van deze teestanden in een model met
omwentelingssymmetrische romp.
D.J. Rove, Nuclear collective nette»; (Methuer., London, 1970)

IX

Het is verwonderlijk dat de waargenomen electrische quadru-
poolovergangen in de Ni-ieotopen goed berekend kunnen worden
met een model, waarin alleen neutronen buiten een stabiele
"Ni romp verondersteld worden.
F.W.M. Glaudemans et al., Uucl. Fhus. A198 (1972) 609.

Met behulp van een Taylor-ontwikkeling naar het aantal neu-
tronen en protonen is in te zien, dat de relatie

E2(Z,N) + E2(Z+2, N+2) - E2(Z+2, N) - E2(Z, N+2) = 0

voor de excitatie-energieën van de eerste aangeslagen 2 toe-
standen in even-even kernen, uit te breiden is tot iedere
kerneigenschap, die binnen het collectieve model als een con-
tinue, voldoende langzaam variërende, functie van de massa A
te schrijven is.
R. Patnaik et al., Phys. Rev. C12_ (197b).

XI

Het gebruik van atomaire golffuncties, waarin de spin-baan
koppelingsterm is meegenomen, is bij het berekenen van hyper-
fijnstructuureffacten een van de beste methoden om deze golf-
functies te toetsen.
L. Armstrongt Theory of hyperfine structure of free atoms
(Hiley-Interscience, New York, 1971).
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Bij de opstelling, die Moi gebruikte om Li-gedrifte Si- en
Ge-kristallen te vervaardigen, is de dampdruk van het Li
ter plaatse van het kristal niet voorspelbaar.
Af. F. Moi, Eleotroehem. Teokn. §_ (1967) 551;
/?./.'. Horstman, intevn verslag V3299.

XIII

De belichtingstijd nodig voor het vergroten van een negatief
is niet, zoals veelal wordt aangenomen, evenredig met het
kwadraat van de lengte van het geprojecteerde beeld, doch
evenredig met het kwadraat van de som van de lengten van
beeld en voorwerp (negatief).

XIV

het uitgeven van steratlassen gebaseerd op het equinoctium
van 1975 is weinig zinvol en kan zelfs misleidend zijn voor
amateur astronomen, omdat door de Internationale Astronomische
Unie (I.A.U.) is afgesproken om in officiële publicaties en in
de jaarlijkse handboeken alleen de voor de precessie van de
aarde gecorrigeerde equinoctia van de jaren 1900, 1950, 2000
etc. te gebruiken.

XV

De huidige tendens naar centralisatie van computersystemen zal
door de te laag blijvende rekensnelheden weer worden omgebogen
naar een decentralisatie.

I XVI
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INTRODUCTION AM* MMHA.i'.Y

To test theoretical models of the nucleus, wriicii have been

developed over the last decades, a large body of experimental

data is required. Observable quantities that can be used for

these tests are for instance excitation energies, angular

momenta (spins) and parities of nuclear states and y-ray tran-

sition probabilities between these states. In a comparison of

computed transition probabilities wit. experimental values

one tests the wsve functions describing the initial and final

states together. The wave function of a .--'nci.*.: state can only

be tested with electromagnetic properties characteristic for

this state, such as the magnetic dipole or the electric qua-

drupole moment.

This thesis describes some precision measurements of mag-

netic dipole moments of short-lived nuclear excited states

with mean lifetimes of T = 1-5 ps. The magnetic moment u,

which is aligned with the nuclear spin I, is determined from

the interaction energy W = -y.B in a magnetic field B. The

interaction leads to a Zeesian splitting of the magnetic sub-

states of the nuclear state. The Y~rays deexciting the vari-

ous magnetic substates with small and equal energy differen-

ces ftui. = uB/I interfere. In a classical picture the nuclear

spins precess about the magnetic field direction with a Lar-

mor frequency u>T = MB/T»I. it is customary to express the mag-
LA

netic moment u as u - glu.., where u is the nuclear magneton

and g is the dimensionless gyromagnetic ratio.

When the excited state of the nucleus is produced in a

nuclear reaction the spin of this state will generally have



a preferred direction. The resulting unequal substate popu-

lations (alignment) lead to an anisotropic intensity distri-

bution of the Y-radiation emitted by the excited nuclei.

The precession of the nuclear spin in a magnetic field

can then be detected by measuring the rotation of the y-ray

angular distribution. To observe a precession of at least one

mrad within a time of 1-5 ps fields of the order of 100 T are

needed. The only available magnet at present that can produce

a field strong enough is the electron itself provided it is

close enough to the nucleus.

Strong fields are for instance obtained during the siowing-

down of the excited nucleus in a polarized ferromagnetic

material like Fe. The polarized electrons scattered by the

Coulomb potential of the moving nucleus cause a magnetic

field which is enhanced by a factor of 100 or more over the

internal field . Such measurements are not yet very precise

mainly because of the imperfect knowledge of these so-called

transient fields.

More precise magnetic moment measurements can be performed

by means of the hyperfine interaction in free highly ionized

ions. Suppose one has produced a hydrogen "like ion consisting
24

of an excited Mg nucleus with one electron in the Is orbit.

This electron causes an extremely strong magnetic contact

field B(0) at the nucleus. The strength of this field can be

calculated exactly and amounts to 2.89 x 10 T for Mg. In

the free ion the electron spin J couples with the nuclear

spin I to a space-fixed vector ?. In this example is J»J so

that F can take the values I +_ {. The interference between

the states with hyperfine energies E . and E_ , is observed

as an oscillation with frequency w = (2I+l)uB(0)/In in the



Y~ray angular distribution. This phenomenon is known as the
2)

"quantum beat" . Hydrogen-like ions can be produced by the

stripping of electrons from atoms on passage through a foil

at a high recoil velocity obtained in heavy-ion induced re-

actions. For the investigation of e.g. Mg the C( 0,a) Mg

reaction was used. A thin carbon target foil was bombarded

with high-energy oxygen ions at E( 0) = 37 MeV (see chapter

I). By detecting the outgoing a-particles at 180 to the beam

direction Mg nuclei in the first-excited I "2 state were
24produced with the spins aligned. The Mg ions recoil through

the carbon foil into vacuum with a velocity of v/c = 0.06,

where c is the velocity of light. At this velocity about 15 %
24of the Mg ions in vacuum is hydrogen-like.

In a classical picture the initially aligned nuclear spins

will then, due to the precessions of I and J about F, perio-

dically dealign and align again. Since the electron spins 3

have no preferred direction this is reflected in periodic at-

tenuations of the y~ray anisotropy.

The hyperfine-interaction time can be set by a solid stop-

per (plunger) placed at an adjustable distance behind the tar-

get foil. When the ions reach the stopper they will rapidly

capture electrons during the slowing-down process. This in-

stantly switches off the hyperfine interaction so that from

then on the nuclear spin orientation is frozen. By measuring

the Y~ray anisotropy as a function of target-stopper distance

one determines the hyperfine frequency u>f which is proporti-

onal to the magnetic moment. This method was developed by

Randolph et al. .
24

Not only hydrogen-like ions of Mg are produced on re-

coil through the carbon target, but also heliunrlike and



lithium-like ions. Moreover these ions may be in excited

states with a strong hyperfine interaction. Although this

complicates the measurements it was found that for the cases
20 22. 24studied ( Me, Ne and llg) the dominating component came

from hydrogen-like ions in the ground state. From a computer

fit to the experimental data of intensities of the frequency

components for other than ground-state hydrogen-like ions

atomic physics information, i.e. the populations of some

other electronic states, could be deduced.

Information on these populations for the case of Ne was

also obtained from time-integral measurements (i.e. no stop-

per) in which the different ionic charge states were separat-

ed by means of a magnetic spectrograph. The time-integral

attenuations of the y-ray anisotropy for each ionic charge

state were measured simultaneously. The results from this

measurement show excellent agreement with the plunger data.

If in the one-electron ions the electron spins were po-

larized a rotation rather than an attenuation of the Y-ray

distribution would be observed. An attempt was made to pick

up polarized electrons on recoil through a thin magnetized

Fe foil. No significant rotation was observed, however, which

is probably due to the fact that the polarization is lost by

Auger-processes in the ions after they leave the foil. On

slowing down in Fe, however, it was found possible to

produce a sizable fraction of ions with a single polarized

electron in an s-orbit. Such an experiment has been perform-
22

ed for Ne at an initial ion velocity of v/c • 0.05. A large

rotation (7 mrad) was observed in addition to the transient

field precession.

Chapter 1 describes time-differential magnetic moment



measurements on the first-excited 1 =2 sr.ates in Ne and

Mg with mean lives of i.O and 2.1 ps, respectively. The

lifetime of the latter state was determined simultaneously.

A special detection geometry was designed to improve the

experimental y-ray anisotvopy measured with finite-size de-
20tectors. For Ne also a time-integral measurement with

charge-state separation was performed. In this chapter the

necessary electronics circuitry built to perform these com-

plicated measurements and the plunger assembly with laser

interferometer are also described.

Chapter 2 reports on a magnetic moment measurement of
22 •

Ne(2.) with T • 5.0 ps and on transient field measurements

at low and high recoil velocities.

Some concluding remarks and a discussion of possible ex-tensions of the present techniques are given in chapter 3.

)li:
6)

Chapter I has been published and chapter 2 has been

accepted for publication
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CHAPTER I

RECOIL-DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF ^-FACTORS

FOR |4Mg<2?) AND

Abstract: Time-differential recoil-into-vacuum measurements have been performed with a plunger
on ihc nrst-exciicd /" 2 ' states of 2*Mg und 20Ne The states were populated by the
reaction* I JC("O. *>2*Mgand "CV'C. a>i0Ne. The measured armotropy of the »-;• angular
correlation was greatly increased by means of a vertical slit on the annular particle detector.
Values of <t 0.51 ~ 0.02 and 0.M • 0.04 huvs been deduced for the l 4Mg und 10Ne tffaciors.
respectively. The mean lives of these state* have been determined as rm 2.09 l O U p i and
0.8 • 0 2 p\. respectively. Various theoretical calculations are discussed and compared with the
measured .^-factors.

The analysis of the measurement also yields value1* for the populations of electronic states
contributing lo the hyperfine interaction. For >0Ne the populations of the different electronic
configurations are compared with the results of a separate time-integral measurement, in which
the correlations were measured for each ionic sute separately. Large fractions of two-electron
excited states are found to contribute.

I. Introduction

It has been amply demonstrated thai the hypertine interaction exhibited by single-
electron ions affords the possibility of measuring excited-state ^-factors of low-Z
nuclei ' ' " ) . This hyperfine interaction can be measured time differentially on recoil
into vacuum by means of a plunger.

The results of the measurements reported here show that the time-differential
method may be extended to excited states with shorter lifetimes ( 1 2 ps) in nuclei of
higher Z than hitherto. It is also shown that it is possible to use recoil velocities, for
which the fraction of single-electron ions is as low as 10-20",, and for which the
fractions of two- and three-electron ions thus dominate. Due to the possibility of ex-
citation many electron configurations may then be expected to contribute to the hy-
pertine interaction. In the present case, however, there are only a few configurations
with mean lives longer than the nuclear lifetime which contribute. The interaction
energies of these configurations are also quite well known.

The present paper reports the m jsurcment of the //-factors of the first-excited 2 *
stales of *4Mg and 2 0Ne. These measurements provide experimental values, with



which the basic theoretical assumptions may be touted and which nu> JNO be u->cd
in the calibration of other experimental methods, lor example, the transient field
method v ) In order to distinguish between various nuclear model calculations ol
^-factors of doubly even T - 0 nuclei it is necessary u> perform high-precision
measurements, since the computed .^-factors are not very different for different con-
figuration space* and different residual interactions.

For j 4 M g the precision has been considerably improved over .in earlier measure-
ment in this laboratory l 0 ) . This was achieved by improving the statistics and the
time-of-flighl resolution (steps of I 2/<m). Moreover, the reliability of the plunger
was belter determined by continuously monitoring the Hut ness and position of the
target foil with a laser interferometer It was now po>siblc to lollow the OM.ill.tnon
pattern over three periods, compared wiih little more than one previously. The im-
proved quality of the data leads to a more accurate i/-factor and 10 an improved
sensitivity to the hyperline interactions of other contributing configurations with
more than one electron

The latter information can be used in the analysis of other more difficult measure-
ments for which either the lifetimes are shorter or for which the percentage ol -.ingle-
electron ions is even lower.

2. Ilie experiments

2 1. PRINCIPLE Of THE MtASl RIMtNTS

Single-electron ions can be formed by stripping nil electrons .H a high recoil velocity
on passage through a foil. As an example of the single-elcviron hypcrfinc interaction.
doubly even nuclei produced in the first-excited 2 state by heavy-ion reactions with
spinless particles [eg i : C ( l h O . i ) : 4 M g ] are discussed in the following.

The detection of outgoing particles close to ISO in an annular detector selects
nuclei excited wiih their spins perpendicular to the beam axis {m= 0 substate pop-
ulation only) and with their momentum directed along this axis (see figs, la and
Ib). The )'-ray intensity distribution of these selected nuclei has the quadruple
shape shown in fig. Ic at time / = 0. The magnetic interaction between the excited
nucleus and the electron couples the spin / of the nucleus and the angular momentum
J of the electron to a total angular momentum F (see fig. Ib). The effects of this static
interaction may be qualitatively understood by the following simple considerations.

Classically the vectors 1 and J precess around the space-fixed vector F with
angular frequency to. After half a revolution the nuclear spins are distributed over a
sphere, from which two cones along the beam axis arc missing (tig. Ib). The shape of
the angular distribution of the de-excitation y-rays at this point, shown in fig. Ic
for IOI — n. resembles the shape generated by nuclei in an /H = I siibstate. After a
full revolution the spins return to their original positions and the resulting /-ray
distribution again has a quadrupole shape. As a function of time the y-ray distribution
thus shows a breathing mode
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Fig. I. Simplified classical picture of the nuclear spin deonentation in tree ions and us iimv-
dirTercniial detection by means of a plunger for ihe IJC('"O. i l " M g reaction. Pun (a) shows ihe
physical arrangement with a single-electron ion of 14Mg(2,'». Part (bl pictures ihe hypcrrine-
interaction coupling of Ihe nuclear spin I and the electron spin J to the space-lixcd loial ungular
momentum F and shows the resulting nuclear spin orientation after half a precession revolution
<«•)/ 1). Part (c) shows the relevant ;-ray angular distribution patterns at different stages in the

deoricniation

Quantum mechanically this phenomenon is described as an interference between
states with hyperfine energies EF and EF . where Fand F can take the values \f-J\.
| / - y | + l f+J. This is known as the "quantum beat" " ) .

The oscillatory variation in the v-ray distribution may he sampled by means of a
plunger. When the ions reach the stopper the hypertine interaction is suddenly
switched off. due to fast exchange of electrons (10 Ib s) followed by the filling of
electron orbits during slowing down. At this point the nuclear orientation is frozen
in and thus the measured '/-ray distribution from nuclei decaying in the stopper is a
function of the target-stopper distance. By variation of this distance the nucSear
orientation can be measured time differentially.

From the above discussion and fig. Ic it is plausible that the variation in the 7-
ray intensity at 0° or 90' to the beam direction may be written

e"(l-cos<>f). ( I )

where the finite lifetime r of the state is taken into account. The experimental de-
termination of such an oscillatory function enables the frequency to. which is directly
related to the nuclear ^-factor, to be deduced. A more rigourous treatment is given in
subsect. 3.2.

8



22. THE EXPtRIMkNTAL SFT-UP

The first 2* states of Z 4Mg and J"Ne were excited by mean* •>! the heavy-ion
reactions l 2 C ( l 6 O . a) 2 4 Mg and | 2 C ( W C . ar)il'Ne Beams of 41.7 MeV '"O"'
and 36.7 MeV l 2 c ' * from the Utrecht 7 MV hN tandem accelerator were focused
through a 2 mm diam. Ta diaphragm onto target consisting of 500/ig enr Ni,
300 jig/cm* Ag and about 200//g,cmJ C The Ni «ind Ag layer;, provided good me-
chanical strength and heat conduction. The foils Merc stretched over a 4 mm diam
stainless steel cylinder. Inside this cylinder the position of a precisely Jilting.1 stopper
rod was adjusted with a simple screw micrometer The stability and flatness oi the
roil were monitored by a He-Ne laser' interferometer throughout the experiment
For this purpose the plunger assembly was moun.'.-d at an angle of M) in the beam
direction, such that the laser beam could be duct ted perpendicularly ai the beam spot
on the target foil (see fig. 2). The distance ol closest approach could then be checked
whenever desired (subsect 2 4)

LASER

. NallT'

*> ' 45*

X 3OC/ - . ^ FO^L

BEAM
'£. DETECTOR

.-'uaHXn

Fig. 2. Schemuiic hon/ontul cros> section of the c \pcnnicnul \ci-up showing ihc 3-p.irin.k' and
;--rj> detciiors .mj ihe oncniaiion ol' ihc plunger to ihe hcam

In the **Mg measurement */-rays were detected coincident with z-partic!es in three
12.7 cm diam. by 12.7 cm long Nal(TI) crystals at angles of 45 . *>0 and - 9 0
with respect to the beam direction and at a distance of 16 cm from the target. For the
2 0 N e measurement a fourth detector was added at - 135 to improve the statistics.
A 125 cm1 Ge(Li) detector was mounted at 0 and at a distance of 11 cm to check the
lifetimes of the states.

Outgoing x-particles were detected in an annular 0 2 mm Si surface-barrier detecior.
which was masked with a vertical slit to improve the experimental y-ray anisotropy
(see subsect. 3.3). The slit subtended angles between 166 .1 and 174.4 in the vertical

' Manufaecured by Spcclra Physics. Calif.. USA: * O.6J28,nm: 0.5 mW



plane on either side of the beam and had an opening angle of 9.S in the horizontal

plane.
In the **Mg experiment a 19 /jm mylar foil was mounted in front of the detector

to stop inelastically backscattered l 6 O particles. For 20Ne the foil was removed, in
order to keep the «, peak at a higher energy than the l 2C( i ; tC. p) proton edge.

2.1, TARULT PREPARATION AND MOUNTING

The Ni-Ag supporting foils were prepared by vacuum evaporation of Ag followed
by electroplating of Ni. A drop of aquadag' diluted with alcohol was placed on the
foil. After drying at about 40 UC the thickness of the ( i C layer was determined by
weighing. Inspection of the target showed that it was reasonably homogeneous and
that thickness variations were less than 1 /im. The target was subsequently mounted
on the plunger in dust-free surroundings with the carbon facing the stopper. The
measurement was interrupted several times to check that the target remained in good
contact with the backing.

The zero distance </0 of the plunger was measured separately by observation of
light shining between the stopper and a precision ruler laid across the cylinder over
which the foils were stretched. The zero distance could be measured with a repro-
ducibility of 1 ;im and the values obtained were later shown to be consistent with da

obtained from fits to the data. The parallelism of the stopper and the foil were esti-
mated to be within 1 /<m over the whole stopper. It is an advantage of this plunger
that no further adjustment is needed.

To obtain the unpsrturbed angular correlations for Mg and Nc (i.e. the zero-
distance points) a 10 mg,'cm2 layer of Ag was vacuum evaporated onto the carbon
side of the target used in the : 4Mg measurement. The zero-distance points were then
measured with the foil remounted in the plunger.

2.4. tXPLRJMENTAL CONDITIONS

The beam current was maintained at IOO + 2OnA to avoid excessive heating of
the target. This current was chosen as a safe limit h\ observing the target with the
laser interferometer and by requiring that the shift in foil position for beam-on and
beam-off remained less than 0.3 /im (\ fringe). This shift was regularly checked and
the foil more tightly stretched when necessary, typically once or twice during the
experiment. The interferometer was also used to detect the distance of closest approach
of the stopper to the foil. This distance was fount1, lo be 6-8 /«m for the three targets
discussed here. Contact was probably caused by cust particles pushing against the foil
and was found on slowly decreasing the target-slopper separation to the point where
the interference pattern changed.

During the measurements a new distance was selected approximately every 40 min.
Most points were measured two or thrw limes. For 24Mg one target was used and

f Manufactured by Achcson Colloidcn BV. Sthecmdu. The Netherlands.
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the measuring time was 80 h. In the :oNe measurement the first target foil deteriorated
after 70 h. Both target and stopper were replaced for a second run of 70 h.

After one of the experiments a run was performed with the stopper only and the
carbon deposit on the stopper was found to be less than 5 //gem2 In spite of good
vacuum (an ion-pump mounted directly below the target showed 2> IO"Torr)
a thin layer of l3/ig'cmJ was deposited on the beam tide of the plunger foils (see
fig. 4).

2 5 OATA COLLtCTION

The data collection system is similar to the s w e m bricfl\ described m ref. i : )
Fast timing signals from the a-particle detector .md the -/-ray detectors were used to
start and stop the lime-to-amplitudc converters (TAC) These signals were generated
by liming filler amplifiers (TFA)followed by constant fraction timers (CFT). as shown
in fig. 3. The output signals of the TAC units were mi\ed and fed into the "time"
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) Each TAC output was also followed b> a
single-channel analyzer (SCA). the window of which selected the time range accepted

MAIN ' a
" AMP " — ADC

t

!

"JJii* 7 . LABEL A TAC • SCA

Z,t~i "AC 2 b MIXER

• " - T P A _ « C F T . ^ARf_; 'AC ? t

T I M £ ' » CD-Z

"70°
SCA i f, t •

BIAS '*"" . P R E MAIN t IN "•""'-LABEL I" - " LABELS
N*AMP' * AMP *GA'E ' ^ L IN GATE '

LABELS §

MIXER I— -

.LABELS §•

B'AS CORRECTiOK . ^ E V ^

RESf

Fig . 3 . S c h e m e o f the J a l a c o l l e c t i o n s y s t em O n l y o n e ; - r a > d e t e c t i o n c h a n n e l is g iven in full . T h e
c h a n n e l s for the N u l ( T I ) d e t e t t o i s 2 4 and ihe C i e i L n d e t e c t o r c h a n n e l ( 5 ) a r e i d c n n . j l t o ( h i t o f

Nal(TI) detector I

The output pulses of the SCA units also served to generate a binary labe'-bit pattern
in the label unit to distinguish different y-ray detectors and to open linear gates in the
analogue channels. The linear gate outputs were mived and fed into the /-ADC. The
purpose of these gates was to prevent pulse pile-up and cross-talk. The signals from the
ar-particle detector after amplification were directly fed into the x-ADC. The label
unit also provided gate pulses for the three ADC units. The digitized ar-particle. y-ray
and time signals were fed into a CDC 1700 computer together with label-bit patterns



defining pairs ofcoincident detectors. To avoid changes in the labels during conversion
the label unit rejected all further pulses until it was reset by the computer.

The experiment was monitored with an on-line sorting procedure, using a disk for
spectrum storage, while the raw da»a were written event by event on magnetic tape
for later off-line analysis.

VO 1.2
Y-RAY PULSE HEIGHT

60
PULSE HEIGHT

100
(CHANNELS)

Fig. 4. Coincident y-ray. a-panicle and time spectra Tor J*Mg summed over several runs. For the
yray- spectra measured at 45° and 90" to be beam direction randoms have been subtracted. Note

the x,' peak due to carbon build-up on (he beam aide of the target.

Y-RAYS
QOOr-

xo
a 4 0 0 T
UJ
a. 200-

z
o

90*

163

?0Ne

u 800f- BACKGROUND CORRECTED

1632 eooh
Q
U 400"
5
u

Y-RAYS 90* ? 0Ne

PARTCLES

TIME

- - 0 5 ns/ch

- -t —
70VO 1.5 2.0 60 70 80 90

Y-RAY PULSE HEIGHT [K/Wv] PULSE HEIGHT (CHANNELS)

Fig. 5. Coincident y-ray, a-particle and time spectra Tor 10Ne summed over several runs. The upper
random-corrected y-ray spectrum at 90° to the beam direction is not corrected Tor coincident
background froia reactions in the Ni-Ag supporting Toil (see the corresponding background in the

particle spectrum). The lower y-ray spectrum is corrected for this coincident background.
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Fourpeak-stabili/ers were steered b> two labelled digital SCA umis set symmetrical-
ly about the 7-ra) peak in the Nal(TI) spectra Gain variations in the photomulitpliers
were automatically adjusted by small bias corrections and were kept below 2"u

As a check on the electronics a pulser unit sent coincident pairs of pulses to the
i-particle preamplifier and to each of the y-ra> preamplifiers in turn. These test
signals were labelled separately to distinguish them from the y-ray and z-parttcle
spectra. In this way both the proper functioning of the labelling system and the ab-
sence of cross-talk and pile-up could be monitored. Tvpical i-particlc. -,-ra> and tme
spectra for } 4 Mg and J 0 Ne are shown in figs 4 and ?. The iime resolution obtained
was 4 rs (FWHM)

3. Results and interpretation

VI OAT A ANALYSIS

In the slit geometry it i>. necessary to measure the ;-ray intensity at 90 for maximum
anisotropy (see subsect. 3.3). For reasons of normalization and amplification of the
effect the y-ray intensity at 45 was also measured Since the stopped and flight frac-
tions are indistinguishable at 90 large Nal(TI) detectors were used. The ratio R(i)
of coincident y-ray counts measured at 90 and - 9 0 to those at 45 and - 1 3 3 .

M(45 . f ) + H( - 135 .1)

behaves as a function of time (target-stopper distance) as a damped oscillation, ap-
proximately according toeq. (I) but with the inclusion of the flight fraction, for which
the oscillation effects are almost washed out. These ratios R obtained for : 4 Mg and
2 0 N e are plotted as a function of target-stopper distance in figs. 6 and 7. To obtain
the ratios R the following corrections have been applied to the contents of the photo-
peaks.

The angle-dependent y-ray absorption in the plunger chamber was determined by
replacing the target foil by ft0Co and BSY radioactive sources.

All spectra were corrected for random coincidences. This yielded clean spectra for
2 4 Mg (see fig. 4). For the J 0 Ne measurement, however, there remained an appreciable
coincident background due to reactions in the Ni backing. This problem did not arise
in the I 4 Mg experiment because the x-particlc detector was shielded against back-
scattered projectiles with a mylar foil (see subsect. 2.2).

To measure this background, a separate run on a bare Ni-Ag foil was performed
The coincident particle spectrum showed a smoothly decreasing slope. Gamma-ray
spectra coincident with two windows set at the :"Ne x, peak position and at slightly
higher energy showed close similarity but differed in intensity by a factor of 1.5.
The I 0 N e y-ray spectra were corrected for the coincident background by subtracting
1.5 times the spectrum generated with the off-i-peak window. The effect of this cor-
rection is shown in fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Ratio of coincident counts HO) as a function of perpendicular laraet-stoppcr distance for
a*Mg. The curve is a least-squares fit to the data (At I I . see subject. 3 4.1). The zero-distance point

was not used in the fit.
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Fig. 7. Ratio of coincident counts X(l) as a function of perpendicular taraet-ttopper distance for
aoNe for both targets separately. The curves a n least-squares fits to tin data (fit I, see subaect.

3.4.1). The zero-distance point was not used in the fltl.
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No rclativislic corrections were necessary because the effect is mainly determined
at 90° where these corrections arc of second order.

3.2. ELECTRON CONFIGURATIONS AND FIELDS

All possible configurations with lifetimes longer than or comparable to the nuclear
lifetime and with up to three electrons in the Is. 2s and 2p orbits are displayed in table
I. The four-electron configurations have very weak hypcrfine interactions or none.
Electron configurations with orbits higher than 2s or 2p occupied need not be con-
sidered because of Bohr's matching principle ' J ) , i.e. electrons with orbital velocities
lower than the translationat velocity of the moving ion will be stripped off. For
2*Mg and 10Nc ions emerging from the targets at recoil velocities of i V = 0.06
charge states with more than four electrons are only weakly populated (less than
2° )

T*BU I

Possible long-lived aiomn; s u m for n ' and n 2 in isolated ions

Configuration

Single-electron ion

(It)'
(2s)1

<2p)'

Two-electron ion

(Is)1

<ls)'(2s)'

(ls)'(2p)'

Three-electron ion

(l*)*(2s)1

(l*)1(2p)1

(ls)l(2s)'(2p)'
<ls)'(2p)*

Term

'So
Js,
•sQ
*p0
Jp,
Jp,

HFl*)

U

n

n

n

s

S

w

w

s
s

r^lMgl

t

40 ns' l

"7 fs M

X

JO nsb)

20 tn"\

20 ^s")
4 ns*)

).3nsc)
10 ns')

r.(Nc)

X

!20nvb)
160 fs'l

i

UOns")
130/JS»)

140 psa)
5ns»)

18 ns')
IOnsc)

') Hyperfine interaction (HFl). strong (s). weak (w). null (n).
") Ref. i9). MRef. *°). ") Ref. *'). ') Refs . '»'*) .

In the Russel-Saundcrs LS coupling scheme the electron spins and the orbital
angular momenta couple to S and L, respectively, and the total angular momentum
is given by J = L +5 . In atomic physics notation such a state is denoted by lS*lLy

Other possible terms not listed in table 1 are Auger unstable or decay by fast X-ray
transitions, for which the following selection rules apply: AS = 0 and AL = 0 , ±1 ,

IS



with J/ = ± I for the electron causing the transition, and thus AJ » 0, ± I but with
the exception of J = 0 -»J - 0. Excited electron configurations which decay by
allowed transitions or, for high excitation energies, by Auger processes have life-
times of the order of 10"IS s, i.e. short compared to the nuclear lifetime. Excited
states without the possibility for allowed decay generally have lifetimes long compared
to the nuclear lifetime (see table 1) and may contribute to the hypcrfinc interaction.
The main contributions come from configurations with unpaired Is electrons, which
produce high magnetic fields at the nucleus. The states that need to be taken into
account in the analysis of the present experiments are listed in table 2, which also
includes the total number of components and the highest frequency component for
each term relative to that (to,,) of a single Is electron.

T A B U 2

Hypcrtine interaction coefficients as used in the analysis of inc experiments

Configuration

Single-electron ion •;

(2s)«
Two-electron ion

Three-electron ion *

Term

I

2.

No. of
frequencies

1
1

3
9
J

1

1.00
0.I2S

1.11
1.02
0.52

0.10

M l

2.76
0.35

1.53"
0.71 •
0.72 *

0.28

(red • ps"

)
)
c)

')
Ne

1.60
0.20

0.89 »)
0.41 •>
0.42 •• ' )

0.15

•) Ref. ' »).
*> Relativistic Hartree-Fock calculation quoted in ref.'').
') Average value of// and 1 5 coupling.
") Screening calculated in the alkali approximation with the effective quantum numbers taken

from rcf. *J).

The effect of the hyperfinc interaction of an electronic state on the angular correla-
tion as a function of time is given by the attenuation coefficients [eq. (298); ref.1 4)]

c*(0 - I CFf exp - (£, - £*.)* . (3)

where

- (£ , -£ , . ) = «,„. = {F(F + I)-F (F' + l)} J g. (4)
n 2h

The quantities toFF., g and a, represent, respectively, the Larmor Frequency, the
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nuclear ^-factor and the interaction energy defined by Kopfcrmann 1 S ) for g = 1.
Eq. (3) is calculated under the assumption of a randomly oriented (i.e. isotropic)
hyperftne interaction.

The attenuation coefficients for the sum of the fractions of nuclei decaying in flight
and in the stopper are given by

rr cos i + ^ ( c O S tjn i)

where or, is the population of the <th electronic slate. To Must ate 'he effect of this
function, fig. 8 shows the ratio R(t) calculated as a function of target-stopper distance
for each electronic state given in table 2 separately with a population a = 30%.
The curve shown for the (Is)1; 2Sk state, for example, is the measured effect that would
be expected in the present 2*Mg experiment, if 30 % of the ions were in the single-
electron ground state and the rest were distributed between the zero-electron and the
ground-state two-electron charge slates. The actual fit from fig. 6 is also included for
comparison.

TIME OF FLIGHT t [psl
3. 4 >

SINGLE iCmtC STATES IN Mg FOR g . O i s• 0 J

. . (l*l'(2p) V,
-IUJKll V.-i

20 40 60 80 100
TARGET-STOPPER DISTANCE

Fig. 8. Ratio of coincident counts R(i) plotted as a function of the lime of flight t both for fit II
to the Mg data (above) and for each ionic state of table 2 separately with a ^-factor g - 0.5 and
a population of the state of a = 0.3 (below). The scale below the figure is the perpendicular

target-stopper distance.

3.3. THE VERTICAL SLIT

In reactions with spinless particles in a collinear geometry, i.e. when the outgoing
particles are detected at 180° to the beam direction (z-axis), the final excited nucleus
has only m ~0 magnetic substates populated. Hence the angular correlation of a
subsequent 2 + -* 0 + y-ray transition shows large anisotropy. Since the particle de-
tector has a finite size, however, m = ±\ substates may also be populated, especially
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when the incoming particles have higU angular momenta [/ = 6-12; rcf. 1 6 ) ] .
In this case an angular correlation with a lower unisotropy will result.

This effect can be clearly demonstrated by the measurement of the direction of the
symmetry axis of the correlation for the '^C^C. xy)20Ne reaction as a function of
the angle of a-detection. For this purpose a position-sensitive detector subtending
angles between 117° and 161° with respect to the beam axis was used. The position
along the detector was converted to the angle with respect to the beam direction by
measuring the position of the x-radiation shadow cast by a rotatablc needle on the
position-sensitive detector by an 2 4 t Am-244Cm source centred in the target chamber.
The result of the measurement is displayed in tig. 9. From the fast rotation of the
angular correlation symmetry axis with x-particle detection angle it is obvious that
the correlation measured with a relatively large-angle annular detector shows reduced
anisotropy.

2 0 0 I

ANNULAR DETECTOR

120*
ALPHA-WRTICLE DETECTION ANGLE S ^ B

Fig. 9. The /-ray angular correlation symmetry axis plotted versus the a-particle detection angle
for the "C('2C, xy) l oNe reaction. The symmetry axis rotates a factor 7.5 faster and in the opposite
direction to the 2 0Ne recoil direction. For the position of an annular particle detector shown the

corresponding "/-ray angular correlation would be attenuated.

For a theoretical description of the y-ray angular correlation for particles not
detected at 180°, it is convenient to choose a new coordinate system, in which the
x-axis is taken along the beam direction and the r-axis is taken perpendicular to the
reaction plane in the direction k{ x fco, where Ic, and k0 represent the directions of the
incoming heavy and outgoing light particles, respectively. The angular correlation
can be written as a function of the azimuthal and polar angles <f> and 0,

W(0, <j>) = £ 8?( 1 )Gt(r)>lt(2) Yk
N(0, 0 ) , (6)

with summation over it = 0, 2. 4 . . . . and JV = -* . -k + 2, . . . +k. The Ak{2)
represent the angular correlation coefficients for the transition in the final nucleus
and YfiO^) are spherical harmonics. The coefficients Bk{\) are given by

(7)
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where the (m\p'\m') are the elements of the density matrix of the substates m after

formation of the excited state / [cf eq. (33); ref '*)}. These elements depend on

the reaction mechanism and thus must be determined experimentally. In the chosen

coordinate system, however, for natural parity states excited in reactions with spinless

particles, the Bohr theorem " ) slates that only l-m = even substates are pop-

ulated. Eq. (6) may be derived ' fromeq. (207) in ref '*). For a 2 ' - . 0 * transition

in the final nucleus W(0,4>) becomes proportional I B) to sin2fl.

V-RAY

REACTION
PL ArC

Fig. 10. The slit geometry characterized by a vertical reaction plane defined by the beam direction
(kt) and the detected outgoing s-pamclc (A,). The horizontal ;-a\is is perpendicular to the beam
direction. The azimuthal angle 4 in the U..r) plane and the polar angle 0 wish respect to the

r-a«is are also indicated.

This proportionality means that for point detectors the correlation function drops

to zero along the z-axis. If the particles are detected not in a point but along a vertical

line through the beam axis (see tig. 10). the reaction plane is fixed vertically and the

r-axis is fixed in the horizontal plane at 90° to the beam direction (0 = 0°). Thus

in the case of a vertical mask on the annular detector a maximum anisotropy for the

unperturbed correlation will be obtained. The density matrix elements, however, also

depend on the detection angle of the x-particles. On averaging over the detection

' The density matrix in eq. (7), which has u simple form for the present coordinate system and
reaction (four unknown parameters1*)], is transformed to a system with arbitrary :' axis (Tor
example in the direction of an external magnetic field) as

where O ^ . U * Z) is an element of the matrix that carries out a rotation of the quantization
system ; into a system z' [eq. (9); ref. '*)). This density matrix replaces the density matrix
<m|p(*,);m'; in eq. (207) of ref ' • ) . Eq. 16) can now be derived with eqs. (208). (209) and (298)
inref . ' • ) .
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angle and using the Bohr theorem eq. (6) can be rewritten as

^ Re {^(0. d>)}

N / 14 - T \ 8« ) V4ty. * Re

(8)

where the geometrical attenuation coefficients Qk have been introduced (see ref. '*),
p. 1691]. Note that the averaged coefficients A? and B% do not appear in eq. (8).
since they are related to the coefficients £° and B\. For symmetry reasons the coeffi-
cients 0Q' £§ a n d £« are real and may be determined experimentally. This was carried
out with the zero-distance-point target (see subsect. 2.3) in separate unperturbed
angular correlation measurements, in which the slit was taken successively at 0°,
45° and 90° to the y-ray detector plane. In this way the correlations were measured
three-dimensionally. The result of the measurement for 2 0Ne is displayed in fig. II.

vCCC.a,vV Tie

RECOIL INTO Ag

MASK

" O* 30° 60° 90* 120' 150* 180*
ANGLE RELATIVE TO BEAM DIRECTION

Fig. 11. Alpha-gamma angular correlations with the J0Nc reaction measured for the three orienia-
lions of the rectangular mask. The three curves were fined simultaneously to the experimental

points normalized to the coincident yield at 0°.

The figure clearly shows that the minimum anisotropy is round, as expected, for the
horizontal slit, for which the r-axis is perpendicular to the horizontal y-ray plane.
The correlation measured for the 45° slit corresponds roughly to the correlation
measured for the unmasked detector. The B^ parameters, extracted by a simultaneous
fit to the three correlations with allowance for the finite width of the slit, were used
in the subsequent analysis of the plunger data.
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3.4. RESULTS

3.4.1. The g-faciors. The corrected data from the :4Mg and both 20Ne measure-
ments (sec subsect. 3.1) are shown in figs. 6 and 7. The perpendicular target-stopper
distances are given below the figures, whereas above the figures the actual time of
flight of the ions from the target to the stopper along the beam axis is given.

A computer program was written to perform a non-linear least-squares fit of the
function R(t) for the electronic states of table 2 to the data points, taking into ac-
count the finite width of the slit. An uncertainty of I /<m in the setting of the micro-
meter was also assumed.

Three types of fit (I-UI) were performed for *4Mg. In the first the populations of
the i S t ,

 iPi and JP, states, which have about the same excitation energy, were as-
sumed to be statistically distributed with weights 27+ 1. The other free parameters
in the fit were the population of the single-electron ground state, the ^-factor and the
zero distance of the plunger i.e. four free parameters in total and 53 experimental
points. In the second type of fit the populations of the 'S, state and of the two JP
states taken together were allowed to vary independently. In the third type the pop-
ulations of all three triplet states were allowed to vary independently. The result of
fit II is shown in fig. 6. For 20Nc only the first type of fit, with the smallest number of
free parameters, was stable and was used for both targets (in each case 31 experi-
mental points, see fig. 7).

For completeness small, fixed contributions from the single-electron excited state
and the three-electron ground state, which have small interaction coefficients (see
table 2 and fig. 8), were included in the fits. The effect on the fitted parameters was
negligible, but the value of y2 became marginally worse. For 20Ne the amounts of
these contributions were taken from a separate integral measurement involving charge-
state separation in a magnetic spectrograph (see subsect. 3.4.3). For 2*Mg the am-
plitudes of the two contributions were fitted separately to the data. This gave upper
limits for the populations a[(2s)'J and or[(ls)2(2s)'] of 0.08 and 0.11, respectively,
at the three standard deviation limit. The latter limit is rather lower than the popula-
tion expected from the three-electron fraction. A value of 0.10 has been used in the
analysis (see table 4).

The ̂ -factors extracted from the fits for 24Mg and 20Ne are displayed at the bottom
of table 3. This table also details the separate contributions (treated independently)
to the final quoted errors of 4 "o and 8 °o, respectively. The values of the populations
a extracted for the various electronic states for the different types of fit are given in
table 4 and are discussed in subsect. 3.4.3.

The value of the ^-factor for "Mg did not depend very strongly on the type of fit
performed i.e. on the relative populations of the excited two-electron states. Fits II
and III gave almost identical results i.e. no new information was obtained from the
six-parameter fit. Fit I gave a value that was 2.8 °o higher than fit II and the fit was
somewhat poorer with a x1 value of 1.1 compared to 1.0. The value of the ^-factor
quoted in table 3 is the average of the values obtained for fits I and II. The spread of
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T A I I I 3

Error analysis and final results for (he y-faciors

Source of error Contribution to error (*,)
"Mg(2,*>

target 1 target 2

Statistics
Zero distance
Target thickness
Lifetime
Two-elearon analysis

Coincident background

Total error

^-factor g

2.1
1.7
2.3
0.2
1.4
0.6
0.3
0.0

3.9

0.51 ±0.02 N

6.3
3.3
2.3
2.4
1.4*1
0.6 •>
0.3 •>
2.0

8.2

0.53 f 0.04')

mean

7.9
8.8
2.3
3.9
1.4')
0.6")
0.3 •)
6.0

14.1

0.58 ±0.08 •>

0.54 t 0.04 c)

•) From the " M g analysis.
*) Average of the values obtained Tor fits I and II.
c) Fil l .

1.4 % in the ^-factor has been taken to represent the uncertainty in the two-electron
analysis (table 3). For 20Ne this is probably an overestimate, since more ions are
in the (Is)1 state.

The uncertainties in the Bf coefficients and the absorption correction introduce
negligible errors in the ^-factor. The other sources of error are discussed in the
following subsection.

The values of the function R(t) for 24Mg and 20Ne at zero distance were com-
pletely determined by the measurements of the B" coefficients (subsect. 3.3). The
zero-distance points measured with the plunger (see subsect. 2.3) are shown in
figs. 6 and 7 for illustration but were not included in the fits. The zero-distance
point for 24Mg, unlike the rest of the 24Mg data for which the anisotropy was lower,
had to be corrected for coincident background at 90°. The zero-distance points
show reasonable agreement with the result of the measurement of the full correlation,
although for these two points the background correction may be slightly under-
estimated.

3.4.2. Error analysis (see also table 3).
(/) Zero distance. Values for the zero distances d0 were derived from the fits for

the three experiments with an uncertainty of about I nm. The values measured by eye
in the manner discussed in subsect. 2.3 were about 2 urn nearer the stopper. The
value derived from the 24Mg lifetime measurement coincided with the result of the
measurement by eye. This is good agreement within the errors. A weighted mean of
these four values was taken for d0 for the 24Mg target and the first 20Ne target since
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these were measured with the same stopper. A mean or the value from the ^-factor
fit and the measurement by eye were taken for the second 20Ne target.

Effects caused by the fast decay of higher-lying electronic states within the nuclear
lifetime would give an apparent shift of the zero distance towards the stopper [see
for example the treatment of Bosch and Spdil " ) ] . The present measurements
indicate an upper limit of ISOfs for the possioie delay in the switching-on of the
hyperfine interaction in Mg and Ne ions.

0 4f f4)OieSiUMtriT n I f FCC*. I TASOt T ii • >«C»i I* ARC*' 1 • '
0 \ - - . - . S .•»•

0 6 0

045- £ Q . j - . j Q .2 -2 0 '2

ZERO DISTANCE d,, [um]

Fig. 12. The dependence of the ^-factor, x' ond the population* s of the ionic states on the zero
distance do or the plunger. The averaged values of dQ (see subsect. J.4.2) have been normalized to
Jo =: 0 and the uncertainties are indicated. The d0 values with the errors obtained from the fits arc

indicated in the x* plots.

The dependence of the (/-factor on the zero distance d0 for the three targets is
plotted in fig. 12, which also includes the dependence of yz and of <x( 1 s) and z(3S + 3P).
These plots demonstrate the confidence with which d0 may be fitted and also suggest
that previous experimenters may have underestimated the importance of this source
of error.

(ii) Target thickness. The recoil velocities of the 2*Mg and " N e ions were cal-
culated from the kinematics taking into account the thickness of the Ni-Ag sup-
porting foil, the thickness of the * 2C target, the angle of the target with resp:ct to the
beam and the opening angle of the a-particle detector. The values obtained for vie
were (5.58±O.13)% and (5.69±0.13)%, respectively. The main uncertainty in the
velocities stems from the uncertainty in the thickness of the carbon layer An un-
certainty of 50 % was assumed in the thickness of 2OO/4g/cm2 measured by weighing,
to allow for possibly uneven deposit of carbon during drying (see subsect. 2.3).
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(MI) Lifetimes. The values 2.09+0.13 ps and 1.04±0.07 ps were taken for the life-
times of the first 2* states in 24Mg and J0Ne. respectively. For !4Mg the value is
that of the present work (subsect. 3.4.4). The error in (he lifetime hardly contributes
to the error in the ^-factor for "Mg (table 3). On treating the lifetime of "Mg as a
free parameter in the ^-factor fit with tt9 already determined, a consistent value of
2.1 ±0.4 ps was found.

For the : oNe measurement, however, for which the oscillation is quickly damped
out by the short lifetime, the ^-factor is more sensitive to the error in the lifetime.
From the ^-factor fit values of T = 1.0+0.3 ps and 0.7 ±0.2 ps were found for the
two targets. The average value of 0.8±0.2 ps is in good agreement with the above
value used in the analysis, which is a weighted mean quoted in rcf. i 0 ) of two DSA
measurements and one Coulomb excitation measurement.

(iv) Hyperfine interaction coefficients at. For the JS t and the *P, stales these co-
efficients are not exactly known. The a,(JS,) coefficients used in the analysis (table 2)
were taken from a relativistic Hartree-Fock calculation quoted in ref. 2 1) . Cal-
culations of screening with the alkali approximation ' ' ) give values within I °0 of the
Hartree-Fock value assuming that only the 2s electron is screened. The contribution
to the error in the ^-factor for "Mg (table 3) was obtained assuming an uncertainty

For the 3P states the effects of screening are about 2 °o and may be calculated with
the alkali approximation. Different values of flj(JP|) are obtained for jj and LS
coupling. Since it is not certain which coupling scheme applies for highly stripped
ions, the average of the two values was used in the analysis of the data and the 8 %
spread about this value was taken as the uncertainty. The contribution to the error
in the ^-factor for 2*Mg was small

The contributions were taken to be the same for 20Ne as for 2*Mg. This is a
conservative assumption.

(v) Coincident background. For the 2 0Ne measurements an extra error was intro-
duced to allow for the uncertainty in the coincident background correction factor
(see subsect. 3.1).

3.4.3. Populations of electronic states. Populations of the electronic states were
deduced from the ̂ -factor fits. The results for the different fits are displayed in table 4.
The errors were calculated by taking into account the sources of error discussed in
subsect. 3.4.2. The results of fits I! and III for the populations of the 3 S, , 3P2 and
3P, states in 2*Mg differ significantly from the relative statistical distributions taken for
fit I. For another example of a deviation from the statistical distribution, see ref. " ) .
The total population of the excited two-electron state, however, is the same for all
three fits within the errors. From fig. 8 it is clear that it is difficult to determine the
populations of the 3P2 and 3P, states separately in fit III, because these states show
such a similar structure.

Confirmation of the existence of a large population in the two-electron excited
state of 20Ne was given by the results of a time-integral measurement, in which the
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Ref. " ) .

') Average of two integral ipcciTOgraph measurcmi:ni\. The errors were estimated from the
spread in values obtained for two measurements.

•) Weighted mean of the results with the two targets.
*) Integral spectrograph measurement described in subject. 3.4.3.

y-ray angular correlations were measured for each charge state separately. The 20Ne
ions produced in the reaction ' JC(I2C\ x)20Ne with charges from 7+ to 10+ were
separated in an Enge-type split-pole spectrograph at an angle of 9° to the beam
direction and were detected simultaneously in four position-sensitive detectors
(one for each charge state) in coincidence with a-partides detected at </>, = 135°
to the beam direction. Gamma rays were detected in three 12.7 cm diam. by 12.7 cm
long Nal(TI) detectors in coincidence with x-particles and 20Nc ions. Two Nal(Tl)
detectors were rotated in the (v. I ) reaction plane between angles 4> = 55 and 120°
and 4> = 215° and 275° to the beam direction (v-axis). The third detector was set
in two positions out of the reaction plane at angles 0 = 0° and 0 = 25°, <f> = 120°.
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CORRELATIONS.
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Fig. 13. Measured y-ray angular correlations for the 7 -\ lo lOf ionic charge states of >0Nc separated
with a magnetic spectrograph. The r-axis is perpendicular to the horizontal (x, y) reaction plane
defined by the beam direction and the t 0 Nc detection angle (9" to the beam direction). The correla-
tions were measured out of the reaction plane at an uimuthal angle of ^ = 120° as well as in the
reaction plane (polar angle 0 - 90°). The curves represent a simultaneous fit to the data as

described in subsect. 3.4.3.

The y-ray angular correlations measured Tor the four charge states are displayed
in fig. 13. The data were fitted with eq. (6) with the inclusion or corrections for the
finite opening angle of both the y-ray detectors (Qk coefficients) and the spectro-
graph and for the relativistic velocity of the 20Nc nuclei. For each charge state only
the population or the ground state and one excited state were taken into account.
This is discussed below. The time-integral deorientation coefficients (74(oo) for each
electronic state were taken from eq. (S) for infinite time and for the value of the g-
factor given in table 3. The density matrix elements in eq. (7) [four free parameters,
i.e. two relative substate populations and two phase factors " ) ] , the relative pop-
ulations of each ground and excited state (three parameters) and the normalization
factor were determined from a simultaneous At to all the measured correlations (40
data points). For single-electron ions only Is and 2s configurations were included
and for two-electron ions the populations of the 3 S , , 3P2 and 3P, states were as-
sumed to be statistical. For three-electron ions, in order to explain the rather large
perturbation measured, it was found necessary to introduce an excited state with an
unpaired Is electron, in addition to the (!s)z(2s)> ground state. Such a state might be
given by the configurations (ls) l(2s)'(2p)1, (ls)'(2p)2; (4P), see for examples refs.
23. J4\
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The populations of the configurations obtained in this experiment and the charge
state fractions extracted at the same time from the data are given in table 4. The
agreement with the populations extracted from the time-differential data is excellent.
The measured charge stale fractions may also be compared with those calculated
semi-empmcally by Marion and Young i 5 ) . There is a slight shift in the calculated
charge distribution towards higher charge states. This could be due to the depen-
dence of the charge distribution on the density and the atomic number of the target
materiallb). For example, a plunger experiment earned out with 24Mg ion* recoiling
through a thin layer of Ag showed a much lower population of the (Is)1 state. Further-
more, a time-integral measurement in the slit geometry for :4Mg on recoil through
thin layers of various metals showed a marked dependence on the atomic number of
the layer. Hence the experimental values for the charge state fractions in table 4
are to be preferred.

The spectrograph experiment showed that (63 + 3) "o of two-electron Ne ions
at v[c = 5.7 °£ are in an excited state with a strong hyperfine interaction; (90 + 3) °u

of t,he one-electron ions and (80 + 6) "„ of the ihree-electron ions, however, are in
their ground states. This surprisingly high fraction of two-electron excited ions was
deduced with the value of the ^-factor taken from the plunger experiment: the pop-
ulation from the plunger experiment itself with the total fraction (table 4) yielded
an excited fraction of (7O±2O)°a. Similar fractions may be deduced for Mg ions
from the data in table 4, although a spectrograph experiment has not been carried out.

A similar spectrograph experiment was performed by Goldring et al.2) for I8O
ions at about the same time as the 20Ne experiment. The rotation of the angular
correlation due to non-axial detection of the reaction products was compensated by
shifting the symmetry axis deduced from the angular conelation with respect to the
beam direction. The data were interpreted under the assumption of axial symmetry.
This approximation alone, however, is not sufficient to account for the fact that the
value (14-37°;) deduced for the population of excited two-electron states with a
strong hyperfine interaction is appreciably lower than that deduced from the Ne
experiment. The reason for this difference is not at present understood.

3,4.4. The lifetime measurements. The Ge(Li) detector at 0° to the beam direction
served as a check on the lifetimes of the first-excited stales. For J4Mg the data were
sufficiently good for a precision measurement. For 2oNe, however, due to instability
of the Gc(Li) detector caused by high counting rates and neutron damage, the data
were not further analyzed. From the ^-factor fits with the Nal(TI) detectors values
for the lifetimes were also extracted (see subject. 3.4.2).

For 24Mg the stopped fractions, i.e. the fractions of y-rays detected from nuclei
decaying in the stopper, are displayed as a function of target-stopper distance in
fig. 14. Analysis of these data leads to a mean life of rm = 2.09+0.13 ps. This value
deviates from the compiled27) value (1.75±0.08ps). but agrees well with more
recent measurements 2 I ) . The various corrections included in the analysis are dis-
cussed below.
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Fig. 14. Fractions of 2 *M$» nuclei decaying in the stopper as a function of perpendicular target-
stopper distance measured with a Ge(Li) detector at 0J to the beam direction, The lifetime w>i
determined by a least-squares fit to the data. The oscillation of the curve arises from the inclusion
of deoncntation effects calculated from the values of the y-factor and the populations of electronic
states from the present work. The increasing errors towards larger target-stopper distances reflect
the equal measuring time for each point necessary for an optimum determination of the f-factor.

Since the nuclear lifetime is comparable to the slowing-down time of the nuclei
in the stopper, the tail of the stopped peak line-shape contributes to the intensity at
the flight peak position. The correction on the intensity of the flight peak was es-
timated as follows. First the spectra were corrected for multiple Compton scattering
of y-rays emitted in flight. The line-shape of the stopped fraction was then extra-
polated with a standard line-shape program " ) t o determine the contribution under
the flight peak. This correction was always less than 6 %. The contents of the flight
peak were further corrected for relativistic effects on both the opening angle and the
efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector. Oeorientation effects wr e also taken into accoun:
in the least-squares fit to the data, although these effects are small at 0° (less than 10%)
in the present cane. The values of the ^-factor and of the populations of the electronic
states were taken from the present work. The best x2 value for the fit was obtained
for the same zero distance (with an error of 1.3>m) as measured by eye. The weighted
mean from four independent zero-distance measurements (see subsect. 3.4.2) was
taken in the lifetime fit.

4. Theoretical titamk* ani

4.1. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

Theoretical calculations of ^-factors for the first-excited states of 24Mg and a oNe
are compared with the present experimental results in table S.

For 2*Mg the single-shell (Id,) and the modified surface delta interaction (MSD1)
two-shell ( ld f 2Sf) calculations 3 0 ) differ by more than three standard deviations from
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the expenmemal value. Projected Hartree-Fock (PHF) calculations3'32) also
deviate significantly. The eailier experimental values for the ^-factor l 0 l i )
(g = + 0.44+0.04) led to the inclusion of the Idj configuration in the Utrecht
calculations31). These calculations in a truncated space with MSDI, Preedom-
Wildcnthal (PW), Kuo and adjusted surface delta interaction (ASDI) matrix elements
lead to values in good agreement with the present experiment. Another calculation
in a truncated space with renormalized Kahana-Lee-Scott (KLS) matrix elements 3 4)
and an SU(3) calculation *') also agree with the present data.

Calculations in the full ( ld,2s t ld4) space all yield slightly lower values than the
truncated calculations, in better agreement with the experimental value.

For i 4Mg it may thus be concluded that the Id) configuration contributes signif-
icantly to the £-factor of the first 2* state and that, as expected, calculations in the
full sd space give somewhat better results. It is not yet possible to distinguish between
various interactions for doubly even T = 0 nuclei because neither the theoretical
nor the experimental values are precise enough.

For 20Ne fewer calculations have been performed " J < 1 ) and the agreement with
the experimental value is well within the experimental error.

4.2. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper shows that the time-differential recoil-into-vacuum technique
can be used to measure ̂ -factors of nuclei in excited states even for velocities at which
only a 10-20% fraction of single-electron ions is present. The data also show that
about 60 °0 of the two-electron ions may be in act excited electronic state with a
strong hyperfine interaction. This may enable the measurement of ^-factors of higher-
Z nuclei at velocities at which only low fractions of two-electron ions are present.



The ^-factor «ould then be determined maml> irom the high-frequency component
arising from the two-electron excited states. It has further been demonstrated that
integral measurements with charge-state separation yield useful information on charge-
state distributions and excitation probabilities. This information can be used to
facilitate and improve the interpretation of time-differential experiments. It should be
noted that the assumption of a statistical distribution for the population of electronic
states with about the same excitation energy may not necessarily be valid (see subsect
3,4.3).

It has been shown that the detection of particles in a slit-detector considerably
improves the anisotropy of the y-ray angular correlation for reactions with spinless
particles for those cases in which the anisotropy for particle detection in an annular
detector is spoiled by high angular momentum transfer from the incoming to the
outgoing particle, in this geometry ^-factors and also lifetimes of the order of I ps
were determined, without separation of flight and stopped fractions, with high effi-
ciency Nal(Tl) detectors at 90° to the beam.

The experimental value obtained for the ^-factor of 20Ne may also be used to
calibrate the transient field in the high-recoil-velocity region where large deviations
from the empirically adjusted Lindhard and Winter theory '•3T-J>) have been ob-
served.
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CHAPTER II

RECOIL-DISTANCE MEASUREMENT OF THE g-FACTOR OF 2 2 N e ( 2 J )

AND A TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELD CALIBRATION

Abatrtet: A tiae-differential recoil-into-vacuuu a«a»urea*nt with a plunger haa been
perforaed on the firat-c*eitad 2* atata of Tie. The atatc waa populated witk
tht *He('9r,p)22Na reaction on *He-iaplanted foila. Thia experlaaat together
with a tranaient field preceaaion aeaaureawnt to deteraina the tiga of the g-
factor lead* to a -value for the (-factor of g - *0.325 i 0.017. The wan l i fe of
the atate haa been determined aa T - 5.2 ^ 0.3 pa.

The analyaia of the plunger data alao yield* the population of excited ewo-
electron iona and there are indication* that the population depend* on the Mate-
rial through which the iona recoil into vacuua. Transient field pracaaaioaa wara
•eaeured at low and high recoil velocitiea. At high recoil velocity a larga devi-
ation fro* the Lindhard-Vinther prediction haa bee* found.

1. Introduction

It has been shown for the doubly even T"0 nuclei Ne
24and Mg that shell-model calculations generally reproduce

quite precisely the value of the g-factor of the f irst -exci t -

ed state. For doubly even T»l nuclei, however, the calculat-

ed value for the g-factor i s more sensitive on the effective
2)two-body interaction and the configuration space . Recent

measurements on the short-lived (T < I ps) f irst-excited

states of Mg and Si in this laboratory 3*4* with the

transient f ie ld method have shown to be very useful in this
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respect. It was therefore thought worthwhile to investigate
22also the relatively long-lived first-excited state of Ne

(T • 4.9 ps) at E = 1.27 MeV with the accurate time-diffe-
X I 5)

rential deorientation method ' .

The sign of the g-factor was determined from a spin pre-

cession measurement on recoil into magnetized iron. This

method employs the transient magnetic field ' .

The recently found anomalously high transient fields for
7-9)

light nuclei and the increase of these fields with re-

coil velocity , which deviates largely from the velocity

dependence calculated by Lindhard and Winther , was also

investigated in the present paper by measuring time-integral

precessions at velocities of v/c « 0.015 and 0.049. The ab-

solute value of the g-factor from the time-differential mea-

surement also gave an absolute calibration of the transient

magnetic field at the two velocities.
2. Description of the experiments

2.1. THE RECOIL-DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Time-differential deorientation measurements make use of

the static hyperfine interaction in free highly-ionized

atoms recoiling out of a target foil into vacuum. The result-

ing periodic dealignment and alignment of the initially

aligned spins of a nuclear excited state, reflected in peri-

odic changes of the angular distribution of y~rays emitted

by the excited nuclei, is detected time-differentially by

means of a plunger, see e.g. ref. . As the hyperfine inter-

action has no preferential direction it is not possible to

determine the sign of the g-factor.
22The first-excited state of Ne was populated by the
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4 19heavy-ion reaction He( F,p) to obtain the necessary high

ioniaation of the We ions. The plunger target foils (see
4 2

also subsect. 2.3), which consist of He-implanted 500 ug/cm

Ni onto 300 ug/cm Ag, the latter added for good heat conduc-

tion! were mounted with the Ni facing the stopper and were

bombarded with 40.6 MeV ' F ions from the Utrecht 7 MV EN

tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. This energy was chosen for

an optimum in yield and experimental anisotropy in the

2 -*• 0 y-ray angular distribution.

Gamma-rays were detected in coincidence with protons in

four 12.7 cm diam. by 12.7 cm long Nal(Tl) scintillation

crystals at angles of 45°, 90°, -90° and -135° with respect

to the beam direction and at distances of 16 cm from the

target. A 125 cm Ge(Li) detector was placed at 0° and at a

distance of 11.5 cm to measure the lifetime of the state and

the recoil velocity of the ne nuclei. Protons were detect-

ed at 0° in a 2 mm thick Si surface-barrier detector with an

opening angle of 17 , shielded with a 120 um thick Au foil.

The experimental set-up of the detectors and the plunger as-

sembly is described in detail in ref. . Some details rele-

vant to the present experiment are given here.

For proton detection at 0 the massive stopper [see ref. ]

was replaced by a 30 urn thick Au stopper foil stretched over

a 2.7 mm diam. stainless steel cylinder precisely fitting in

the cylinder over which the target foil was stretched. The

plunger assembly was mounted at 30° to the beam direction

such that protons could be detected at 0° through a slit in

both cylinders. This is schematically shown in fig. 1. The

stability and flatness of the target foil were continuously

monitored during the experiment by means of a laser interfe-
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rometer. It was not possible, however, to monitor \he positi-

on and the stability of the stopper foil. The flatness of

this foil was checked several times in the experiments by

opening the plunger assembly. The maximum allowable beam cur-

rent varied depending on target conditions between 25 and

50 nA.

Carbon deposited on the target foil during the implanta-

tion and during the experiment caused a linear background in
12 19 29

the particle spectra due to protons from the C( F,pn) Si

and C( F,ap) Mg reactions. This is indicated in fig. 2,

in which typical coincident particle, y~ray and time spectra

are shown.

Three independent measurements were performed. In the

first and the second measurement one target foil was used

each time. In the third experiment five foils were used in

an attempt to keep the carbon contamination as low as pos-

sible. Each experiment required 5 d of beam time. The plunger

distance was changed approximately every 1.5 h.

The data were collected by means of an on-line computer

system with associated electronics as described in detail in

ref.'>.

2.2. THE TRANSIENT FIELD SPIN-PRECESSION MEASUREMENTS

When ions of (excited) nuclei recoil into a magnetized

ferromagnetic material (e.g. Fe) these nuclei experience

during slowing down strong magnetic fields, so-called tran-

sient fields , which are thought to be caused by the

scattering of polarized electrons of the ferromagnet in the

Coulomb potential of the moving ion. The increased density

of polarized electrons near the nucleus causes an enhanced

magnetic field. In this model, developed by Lindhard and
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Winther (LW), this enhancement was shown to be proportio-

nal to the average of the inverse of the orbital velocity v
P

of 3d electrons in Fe for recoil velocities v < v and pro-
P

portional to l/v for v > v . By adjusting v as a parameter

good agreement was obtained with the experimentally determin-

ed transient fields for Z ^ 26 nuclei in Fe at recoil veloci-

ties of v/c - 0.015. Transient fields in Fe for 7. ̂ 26 nuclei

were calculated with this empirically adjusted theory (ALU)

and used in several experiments to determine g-factors, see

rets.3'4'6'.

It was recently observed ' that at higher recoil velo-

cities the transient fields are much larger than the LW theo-

ry predicts. Since the absolute value of the g-factor of the
+ 22

first-excited 2 state of Me was determined precisely and

independently by a deorientation measurement (see sect. 3)

the transient field measurements served a dual purpose, i.e.

to determine the sign of the g-factor and to calibrate the

transient field of îe in Fe at two velocities. The latter

information is of importance for tracing the origin of the

anomalously strong fields and for future experiments with

these fields on extremely short-lived nuclear states (i.e.

T = 100 fs).

Since the transient field is aligned with the external

magnetic field, which polarizes the Fe foil, the nuclear

spins will precess about the field axis which precession is

measured time-integrally as a small rotation of the angular

distribution of y-rays emitted by the nuclei in an excited

state.
22

Low-recoil velocity (v/c =» 0.015) Ne nuclei in the first-
19

excited state were produced with the F(a,p) reaction by
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2
bombarding a 200 ug/cm LiF layer evaporated onto a Fe back-

4 +
ing of 10 um with 8.06 MeV He -particles from the Utrecht

tanden. accelerator. Outgoing protons were detected with an

annular Si-surface barrier detector, which subtended angles

between 168 and 175 to the beam direction, shielded with a

50 urn thick mylar foil to stop backscattered a-particles.

Typical particle, y-ray and time spectra are shown in fig. 3.

The beam current was kept below 100 nA to prevent an appre-

ciable decrease of reaction yield due to evaporation of the

LiF target.
2

A target consisting of 300 ug/cm LiF evaporated onto

0.5 mm Cu was used to measure the rotation of the y~ray an-

gular distribution due to the bending of the in- and outgoing

ex-particle trajectories by the fringing field of the magnet

used to polarize the Fe targets. This so-called "beam-bending

PROTON ENERGY [Mev]
4 5 6 7

50 100 60 80
CHANNEL NUMBER

3. Coincident particle, y-ray and tiac spectra for the "r(«tPY>22Nt reaction
used in the low-velocity transient field experiment.
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effect" was subtracted from the effect observed with the Fe-

backed targets.
A 19 10

The inverse reaction He( F,p) at E( F) « 38.5 MeV was
22 •

used to obtain Ne(2 ) nuclei at high recoil velocity (v/c =

0.049). The protons were detected at 0° in a 2 mm thick Si

surface-barrier detector with an opening an.̂ le of 13° shield-

ed with a 120 urn Au foil. This detector was mounted at the

position of the cup shown in fig. 2 of ref. . The targets
2consisted of either a He-implanted 150 ug/cm Ti layer or a

2
He-implanted 40 ug/cm Ta layer on 5 um fe foils, onto which

2
6 mg/cm Ag was evaporated for heat conduction. A target of

He implanted 25 urn thick Ta with a 6 mg/cm Ag backing was

used to measure the beam bending.

The beam current was kept below 250 nA to prevent escape

of the he from the target.

In both experiments y-rays were detected in coincidence

with protons in four 12,7 cm diam. by 12.7 cm long Nal(Tl)

crystals at the rotation sensitive angles +_ 72 and + !08 to

the beam direction and at 20 cm distance from the target. The

experimental set-up is described in detail in ref. . The Fe-

backed targets were shifted in position every 6 h, to prevent

radiation damage of the Fe. The polarizing external magnetic

field B • 0.15 T was reversed every 2 min, to prevent pos-

sible systematic effects. The on-line computer-controlled

data collection system and the electronics are described in
* 1,3)refs. .

2.3. TARGET PREPARATION

The Ke targets were prepared through implantation by means

of an ion source with 30 kV extraction. The target foils were
4 ' +bombarded with He particles during 4 h at a beam current
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2
of 10 uA/cm . Helium was implanted in the Ni layers of the

plunger foils or in Ti and Ta layers for the transient field

measurements.

After the implantation the irradiated area of the Ni-Ag

plunger foils appeared to have expanded. To be able to stretch

this area on mounting such a foil in the plunger it was found

necessary to collimate the lie beam to 5 mm diam.

The iron foils for the transient field experiments were

annealed for half an hour in a 200 Torr H? atmosphere at

about 700 °C. This process also reduces the oxide layer on

the foils. Without exposing the foils to air again this pro-

cess was immediately followed by vacuum evaporation of Ti, Ta

or LiF.

3. Results and interpretation

3.1. THE RECOIL-DISTANCL MEASUREMENTS

The ratio R(t) of coincident Y~ray .ounts (the Y-ray ani-

sotropy) measured at _+ 90 to those at 45 and -135 corrected

for absorption in the target chamber, f>r detector efficien-

cies and for coincident background is snown as a function of

time, i.e. target-stopper distance, in fig. A for the three

experiments. The uncertainties in the target-stopper distance

and the "zero distance" were estimated to be 2 urn. The zero

distance d was measured by eye as described in ref. and

consistent values were found from fits to R(t) with d as a
o

free parameter. Although the laser interferometer monitor

showed no variations in target foil position during the expe-

Manufactured by Ventron Corp., Massachusetts, U.S.A. and

by Goodfellow Metals Ltd., Esher, Surrey, England.
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riments of more than 0.5 -̂m, the target-stopper distance

might have varied by larger non-observed stopper displacements

due to heating by the beam. An estimate of these displacements

was obtained in the following way.

Regularly the stopper was set to within 1 ,jm from touching

the target and no change in target foil position between beam

off and on could be detected. This indicated a good stability

of the stopper foil, since thermal expansion of this foil

would most probably decrease the target-stopper distance be-

cause the stopper is somewhat convex as it is a thick foil

stretched over a small diameter.

The flight time was calculated from the target-stopper dis-

tance with the ion velocity determined from the Doppler shift

observed with the Ge(Li) detector. This velocity found to be

v/c = 0.0484 + 0.0002 is in good agreement with the calculat-
~~ 12)

ed value from kinematics and stopping powers

The experimental ratios R(t) were first fitted with the

calculated (oscillatory) function for the time-dependent de-

orientation from hydrogen-like ions together with a fixed

fraction of 30 % Li-like ions in their ground states, see
1) 2

ref. . This resulted in poor fits with x exceeding 2. Inclu-

sion of contributions from isomeric (i.e. with lifetime lon-

ger than the nuclear lifetime) excited helium-like ions im-
2

proved the fits appreciably with x values between 1 and 1.2.
without changing the values for the g-factor. The data were
not sufficiently good to determine the individual contributi-

3
ons of the Is2s configuration coupled to S and the Is2p con-

3 3figurations coupled to P or P.. Therefore the contributions

were assumed statistically distributed proportional to 2J+1,

where J is the total angular momentum of the two electrons.
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In the final fits •» fixed fraction of lithiunrlike ions in

the ground state of 20 - 30 Z was included. This did not

change the value of the g-factor by more than a fifth of

the standard deviation.

The analyses led to three mutually consistent values of
22 •

the g-factor for Ne(2.). In the final errors the uncer-

tainties in the zero distance, the ion velocity, the nuclear

lifetime and the hyperfine-coupling constants were included.

The nuclear lifetime was taken as T • 5.0 +_ 0.2 ps, which is

the average of the present (see below) and a compiled value

[ref. ], and the hyperfine-coupling constants for Ne were

used . This resulted in a value of the g-factor of |g| «

0.325 + 0.017.

TABLE I

Results from the fits to the R(t)-values

Populations of electronic states (%) „
Target X |g|

9+

1 31 +̂  6

2 7 ^ 5

3 7 + 5

excited

8 ^

25 +.

28 +_

9

5

8

8+ 7+

20

30

30

1

1

1

.15

.07

.00

0.

0.

0.

303

351

352

1 °-
+ 0.

1 °*

020

032

030

average g-factor |g| * 0.325 + 0.017

Table I lists the populations found for the different elec-

tronic configurations. For targets 2 and 3 this shows again the
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high fraction of excited states of the helium-like ions, which

was also observed for Ne and Mg, see ref, . The results

of target 1 show an entirely different behaviour. The fraction

of ground state H-like ions is four times as large as for the

other two targets, whereas the fraction of excited lie-like

ions is not significant. The differences are very likely due

to the relatively large carbon deposit on target 1, whereas

targets 2 and 3 had relatively clean Ni surfaces. It was ob-

served earlier that the charge-state distribution shifts

towards higher charge for decreasing atomic number of the tar-

get foil ' , which could account for the large fraction of

H-like ions observed for target I where the ions recoil through

carbon. The much lower fraction of excited He-like ions for

target 1 might also be due to the carbon, although the process

is not at present understood.

The fraction of ground-state Li-like ions was taken as 20 %

for target 1 and as 30 % for targets 2 and 3. The value of the

g-factor is insensitive to these fractions.

The coincident y~ray spectra measured with the Ge(Li) de-

tector at 0 to the beam direction as a function of target-

stopper distance were also used for a determination of the mean
22

life of the first-excited state in tie at 1.27 MeV. The data,

however, are rather poor since (i) the large y-ray anisotropy

(the population of the m=0 magnetic substate was larger than

85 %) in this case leads to a minimum y-ray yield at 0 and

(ii) the measuring times for all distances were about equal,

which is optimal for a g-factor measurement but not for a life-

time determination.

In fig. 4 also the fraction of nuclei decaying in the stop-

per is shown as a function of plunger distance for the three



measurements together. In the analysis the three measurements

were treated independently and their results were averaged.

The data analysis included corrections for opening angle and

efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector and for deorientation. The

latter is known from the g-factor analysis. The linesh.ipe of

the stopped fraction was also accounted for.

The analysis leads to three mutually consistent values wit'i

a weighted mean of i • 5.2 •_ 0.3 ps in agreement with the coci-
14)

piled value of T » 4.9 •_ 0.3 ps.

3.2. THE TRANSIENT FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The time-integral rotation of the Y~ray angular correlation,

due to the precession of the nuclear spin in the transient

field, was determined from the numbers of coincident counts 'A

accumulated in the four yray detectors at angles + ($* • 6 )

for the polarizing external magnetic field up and down. The

optimum detection angle, for full alignment of the 2 state,

is 6 * 18 [see ref. ] . To first order in the angle 9 and to

second order in the effect c the rotation angle A9 can be ex-

pressed by

A6 • ' + ]^+l w(6)/ ^ ^ , (1)

where W(6) is the angular correlation function and the measured

effect E for e.g. the detector pair at Jn +_ 8 is given by

N ( T T / 2 + e ( ) t N ( * / 2 -

e » . J 1. (2)
N ( T T / 2 - 8 j ) + N ( i r / 2 * P ) *



TABLE 2

Results from the transient field measurement

. e A6 &8/g LW ALV
v/c

(mrad) (mrad) (mrad) (mrad)

0.015 1.8^0.5 1.2 j* 0.3 3.6^0.9 2.7 3.9

0.049 1 0 + 2 6.4 • 1.4 20 • 4 0.5 a) 0.5 a )

See text.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the analysis. The measur-

ed effects are corrected for beam bending. The results are al-

so given in rotation angles A6 and in rotation per unit g-

factor Ar/g, calculated with the measured value of the g-fac-

tor, see subsect. 3.1. For comparison the rotations A9/g com-
3 4)

puted from the LW theory and from the ALW model [see refs. * ]

are also listed.

Before discussing these results the possibility of a con-

tribution from the static hyperfine field of Ne in Fe is eva-
22

luated. The slowing-dovm time of lie ions in Fe (0.7 ps) for

the low-velocity measurement is short compared to the nuclear
22 +

mean life (T = 5.0 ps) of Ne{2.) so that the excited nuclei

will experience a static field during some 4 ps. From systema-

tics on measured fields for various nuclei in Fe one esti-

mates the field on Ne to be of the order of 100 T. From recent

time-differential measurements on Ne in Ni, however, one

has some evidence that only 30 % of the implanted Ne-ions ex-

periences this strong field. These estimates lead to a static
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field contribution of A8/g • 1.6 mrad.

For the high-velocity measurement the thickness of the Fe

foil was chosen such that the recoils stopped outside the Fe

in the Ag layer so that the static field cannot contribute to
22the rotation. The ]le ions leave the Fe with an energy of

12)1.3 MeV as calculated from kinematics and stopping power

Most of the LW transient field precession, occurring mainly

at low energy, is thereby lost and this loss corresponds to

A6/g • 2.6 mrad.

The rotation observed at higli velocity clearly shovs a

large deviation from the LW value (a factor of 40). In this

case the LW and ALW values are identical since the ions do

not slow down to further than v • v (see subsect. 2.2). At
P

low velocity the result does not disagree with the LW theory.
22 •It may be noted here that since the !.e(2 ) mean life is

rather long the transient field is probed over the full range

from initial to zero velocity. It is therefore not surprising

that the low-velocity point is below the ALW value since it
10) 28 +was found for Si(2 ) with T * 0.7 ps that the measured

transient field decreases faster than predicted by the ALW

theory between v/c • 0.015 and 0.006.

A probable explanation of the increased transient field at

high recoil velocity has been given by Eberftardt et al.

In this model the increased field is caused by unpaired

polarized s electrons of the moving ion. At high velocities

many vacancies exist in inner s shells. Due to fast electron

exchange processes between the moving ion and its ferromag-

netic surroundings only singly-occupied shells carry the po-

larization C of the electrons in Fe. This polarization is

taken as ; • 0.13 because the exchange with the strongly bound
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K and L electrons in Fe is negligible.
22

To explain the enhanced rotation for Ne at v/c • 0.049

one needs an effective precession time of 180 +_ 40 fs in

the field of polarised Is electrons. If it is assumed that

the velocity at which the cross sections for loss and cap-

ture of Is electrons are equal is lower than the initial ve-

locity one obtains an effective time of 100 - 200 fs.

4. Theoretical discussion of the g-factor

Theoretical calculations of the g-factor of the first-

ited state of

value in table 3.

22excited state of Ne are compared with the experimental

TABLE 3

Comparison of theoretical g-factors with experiment

Experiment

PHFa)

Shell-model

Full space:

Truncated:

calculations

rwb>
cw c )

Kuo d>

rw d)

MSDI d )

g-factor

+0.325 +_ QJD17

•0.305

•0.34

•0.38

+0.35

•0.34

+0.30

a>Ref. l 8>. b>Ref. 2 0>. c>Ref. 2 1>. d>Ref.">
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18)
The projected Hartree-Fock (PHF) as well as the shell-

19)model calculations with Kuo matrix elements, with Treedom-

Wildenthal * (PW) matrix elements, which are empirically

modified Kuo elements for the A • 18-22 mass region, and with

the modified surface-delca interaction (MSDI) do not differ

by more than 1.5 standard deviations from the experimental

value.

The most recent full sd-space calculation has been per-

formed by Chung and Wildenthal (CW). They have used Kuo

matrix elements, which are modified by a supposedly improved

method of fitting energies in the A = 18-24 mass region.

Their results obtained for most data are indeed superior to

previous calculations. It is therefore surprising that it is

just their value that disagrees most with the experimental

value.

5. Conclusions

In an earlier paper it has been shown that g-factors

can be measured with good precision (5-8 % errors) with the

time-differential recoil-into-vacuum method if the fraction

of single-electron ions leaving the target foil is only

10-20 7*. The present paper shows that even for a single-

electron fraction of (8 •_ 3) Z such measurements are pos-

sible. Again, as was also found for Ne and Mg , a lar-

ge fraction of (25 +_ 3) % of metastable excited two-electron

ions causing a perturbation was observed for two of the

targets. This corresponds to 45 % of the total of two-elec-

tron ions produced according to the charge fractions given
13)

in ref. . For a carbon-contaminated target a not signifi-

cant excited two-electron fraction was found and a much
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higher ground state one-electron fraction.

It has also been shown that inverse reactions on He-im-

planted targets are well suited for time-differential expe-

riments since a high recoil velocity is combined with a lar-

ge observable yray anisotropy in contrast with heavy-ion

reactions on heavier targets, see ref. . The inverse reacti-

on can also be used for a quick determination of the sign of

the g-factor with the tr.i ^nt field method at high velocity

where the fields are extremely large and hence yield a large

experimental effect.

These large experimental effects afford the possibility

of transient field g-factor measurements on extremely short-

lived states. If very thin Fe foils are used such that the

recoil ions spend about 100 fs inside the Fe foil one can

use the calibration of the high-velocity transient field by

means of a long-lived (> 2 ps) state with a well-known g-factor.

This calibration must then also be measured with a thin Fe

foil. This procedure does not require the knowledge of the

velocity dependence of the transient field.
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CHAPTER ill

CONCLUSIONS

!. The results obtained from the present experiments

The magnetic moments (g-factors) of the first-excited I «2

states of Ne, lie and Mg have been accurately determined

with the time-differential recoil-into-vacuum method. The un-

certainties in the measured g-factors (4 - 8 Z) mainly arose

from the fact that fractions of hydrogen-like Ne and Mg ions,

produced on recoil into vacuum at velocities of 5 - 6 % of the

light velocity, were relatively small. To a lesser extent the

uncertainties were determined by the precision of the plunger

(see chapters I and 2).

The relatively low recoil velocities used in these experi-

ments were mainly imposed by the limit of the terminal voltage

(7 MV) of the Utrecht tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. As a

result helium- and lithium-like ions were found to contribute

prolifically to the hyperfine interaction. The dominant con-
3 3 3tributions stem from the S , P and P9 excited two-electron

20 22
states. For the ' Ne measurements the relative populations

of these states were assumed statistically distributed, i.e.
24

proportional to 2J+1. For Mg, however, the data were suffi-

ciently accurate to deduce these populations. The S state

was found to be populated 2.1 _+ 0.5 times as strongly as given

by the statistical distribution.
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The values deduced for the magnetic moments in these ca-

ses were found to depend very little on the assumptions on

statistical or non-statistical populations since the dipole

moments are mainly determined by the hyperfine frequency of

the ground-state one-electron ions. For lower-velocity expe-

riments, however, the contributions from hydrogen-like ions

become negligible so that a violation of the statistical as-

sumption may have considerable consequences; see e.g. ref. .

Time-integral deorientation measurements with charge-state

separation by a magnetic spectrograph (see chapter 1) can

serve, once the g-factor is known, as an independent check on

the populations of excited ionic states. The populations ex-
20

tracted for Ne show good agreement with those from the plun-

ger data and are more precise. At the same time it was foundthat the total charge-scate fractions of the ions differ sig-

3)
nificantly from semi-empirical values *" . This is probably

due to the dependence on the target foil material; see rel.
22

Evidence for such effectb was also found in the Ne plun-
2

ger experiments where a thin (5 ug/cm ) contaminant layer of

carbon on the nickel plunger foil drastically changed the

populations of the ionic states (see chapter 2). It would be

very interesting to further investigate these effects by time-

integral measurements with charge-state separation.

From the point of view of nuclear theory magnetic dipole

measurements have proven to be very useful. Although shell-

model calculations generally reproduce magnetic moments of

doubly even T=0 nuclei rather well and little dependence on

both the residual two-particle interaction and the configur-

ation space was found, the accurate experimental value for
24
Mg has shown that the inclusion of d_ ,„ configurations in
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4)
the calculations is necessary. The calculations for doubly

even T=l nuclei generally show much more sensitivity on the

interaction or configuration space; see e.g. ref. ' . For
22 +

Ne(2.), however, this dependence was found to be small. Ne-

vertheless the accurate experimental value has shown that the

supposedly best theoretical value, calculated with Chung-

Wildenthal matrix elements , is higher by more than three

standard deviations. A similar deviation is observed for

0(2.) measured by the Oxford group

2. Future experiments wichin the limitations of the method

In this section the possibilities are reviewed for the ex-

tension of magnetic moment measurements with the recoil-into-

vacuum method to higher-Z nuclei and shorter-lived states.

For this purpose it is necessary to discuss in some detail

the time-dependent attenuation of the angular distribution of

Y-rays emitted by nuclei after a flight time t. The contri-

bution of hydrogen-like ions to the attenuation is determined

by the coefficients

k(k+l)
G (t) = [1 - a (1 - cosu)t)]e"t/T (I)

K (2I+1)Z

in the usual Legendre polynomial expansion of the angular dis-

tribution, where k • 0,2,4,... is the order, u is the hyper-

fine frequency for the fraction a of ground-state hydrogen-

like ions, I is the nuclear spin and T is the mean life of the

nuclear state.

For high accuracy it is required that a > 0.3, so that the

hyperfine interaction of hydrogen-like ions amply dominates,
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and that G.(t) varies over at least 5 ". These requirements

imply that the nuclear spin must be 1 • U. To have the oscil-

lation not damped too fast the lifetime should be T - 2"/~.

For a gyromagnetic ratio of g"0.5 the hyperfine frequency as

a function of atomic number Z is given by

- = O.A(2I+I)Z3 x 109 rad.s"1, (2)

so that the mean life must bo

1 •-• ;6<21* 1 ) ~ * Z ~ 3 * IO" 9 s. (3)

For a good determination of the frequency u. cne needs at

least ten measuring points per full period, which corresponds

to a distance of 10 wm for a plunger resolution of I uva. The

ion velocity should satisfy

v/c > 6Z * IO~3 (4)

8 )
in order to have a > 0.3 [see ref. ], which corresponds to

an ion energy of E > 33 Z keV. From these arguments it fol-

lows that one should have

u» < Z x I012 rad.s"1. (5)

Provided that one can produce ions of sufficient energy,

jnetic moment!

measured, where

magnetic moments of nuclei with atomic number to Z can be
max

Z " 50 / / 21+1 (6)
max

as follows from eqs. (2) and (5). Table 1 gives some typical

examples of recoil velocities, lifetimes and bombarding ener-
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gies for inverse (p.p1) and (a,p) reactions. This demonstra-

tes the need for beams of high-energetic ions for a large va-

riety of isotopes.

TABLE 1

Some properties required for time-differential measurements

with inverse reactions on H and He targets a)

Final nucleus

v/c
-1

Bombarding energy E, , ; E (MeV)
lab cm

(P.P1)
(%) (rad.ps ) (ps)

10

16

20

6

10

12

2

8

16

3

0.7

0.4

40 ;

180 ;

320 ;

2

5

7

60 ;

210 ;

350 ;

10

20

30

a) The numbers for v/c, x and E are lower limits calculated

for the first-excited I =2 states of the final nuclei
22 34 42 o
Ne, S and Ca. The protons are detected at 0 .

3. Extension to very short lived states

For states with mean lives shorter than given by eq.(3)

one can determine g-factors from time-integral measurements

on recoil into vacuum provided that the populations of the

ionic states are known. These populations should be determin-

ed under identical experimental conditions from a time-diffe-

rential measurement on a longer-lived state of the same nu-
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cleus or of another isotope of this nucleus. The time-integral

attenuation from ground-state hydrogen-1 i kc- ions i.s given by

the coefficients

k(k-H) u/
G, (-) - 1 - a T ,-T . (7)

(21+!)'V ' 2 2 2 '
i < uj T

To obtain accurate values for 'JJT the population should be

a > 0.3 and UJT should be of the order of unity, hence T should

be of the order of

2.5(2I+n~'z"3 * \o"9 s, (8)

which is a factor of six shorter than the lower limit from

eq.(3).

Magnetic moments of very short lived states can also be

measured with transient magnetic fields at high velocity pro-

vided that these fields are calibrated (see chapter 2).
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SAMENVATTING

Theoretische kertunodellen kunnen getoetst worden door de

met deze modellen berekende eigenschappen van kernen te verge-

lijken met experimenteel bepaalde waarden. Om te onderzoeken

hoe goed een bepaalde (aangeslagen) toestand in een kern door

zo'n kernmodel beschreven wordt, dienen bij voorkeur groothe-

den gemeten te worden die alleen voor aVsc toestand karakte-

ristiek zijn, zoals bijvoorbeeld het magnetische dipool- of

het electrische quadrupoolmoment.

In dit proefschrift wordt beschreven op welke wijze de mag-

netische dipooltnonenten van de eerste aangeslagen toestanden

in Ne. Ne en Mg nauwkeurig werden gemeten. Deze toestan-

den hebben gemiddelde levensduren tussen 1 en 5 ps. In het

kort komt de meetmethode op het volgende neer.

Met kernreacties, waarbij zware ionen met hoge energie op

een dun trefplaatje worden geschoten, worden kernen in een

aangeslagen toestand geproduceerd, die met grote snelheid door

het trefplaatje heen het vacuum in vliegen. Bij een juiste

keuze van de snelheid (zie hoofdstuk 3) verlaat een grote

fractie van de aangeslagen kernen het folie vergezeld van

slechts één electron in de Is baan. Ten gevolge van de hyper-

fijne wisselwerking in een zo ontstaan waterstofachtig ion
-*• -+

zullen het electron met spin J en de kern met spin I gaan pre-

cederen om het totale impulsmoment F = I + J, waarbij F in dit

geval de waarden I+j kan aannemen. De interferentie die nu op-

treedt tussen de toestanden met hyperfijne energieën E • en
E T _ I wordt waargenomen als een oscillatie in de onder een ze-

kere hoek gemeten intensiteit van de bij het verval van de

kern uitgezonden y-straling. De hyperfijne wisselwerking wordt,
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door de ionen op te vangen in een metalen plaatje op een va-

riabele afstand van het trefplaatje, uitgeschakeld ten gevol-

ge van electronenvangst.

De afstand tussen de beide plaatjes fungeert nu als een

klok (in het ps gebied!) waarmee de oscillatie tijd-differen-

tieel gemeten wordt. Het magnetische dipoolmoment is evenre-

dig met de frequentie van deze oscillatie.

In hoofdstuk I worden metingen beschreven aan de laagste
T4 20

aangeslagen toestanden van de kernen *" Mg en Ne. Tegelijker-

tijd werd de levensduur van deze toestand in Mg (2,1 ps)

nauwkeurig bepaald. Onder de ionen die uit het trefplaatje

vliegen is ook een grote fractie liel ium-achtige ionen aanwe-

zig. Uit de tijd-differentiële metingen, aangevuld met metin-

gen waarbij de ionen naar lading werden geselecteerd met be-
20

hulp van een magnetische spectrograaf, werd voor Ne vastge-

steld dat 60 % van deze helium-achtige ionen zich bevindt in

aangeslagen toestanden met een sterke hyperfijne wisselwer-

king.

De meting van het magnetische moment van de eerste aange-
22

slagen toestand in Ne en de mogelijkheid om met deze waarde

de grootte van het magneetveld te bepalen, dat optreedt tij-

dens het afremmen van Ne in gemagnetiseerd ijzer, worden be-

schreven in hoofdstuk 2.

In de hoofdstukken 1 en 2 worden bovendien de door ver-

schillende theorieën voorspelde magnetische dipoolmomenten

vergeleken met de experimenteel bepaalde.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de behaalde resultaten besproken en

de mogelijkheden aangegeven om de metingen binnen de grenzen

van de methode uit te breiden naar korter levende toestanden

in kernen met een hoger atoomnunnner.
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